
Subject:      Voluntary Retirement Scheme (VRS) in Mahanagar 

Telephone Nigam Limited (MTNL) 
  

1.           Background 

          Most of MTNL manpower (98%) were DOT employees who have taken 

absorption in MTNL .  Date of permanent absorption of Group C&D is 1.11.1998 and 

Group B Officers is 1.10.2000. At the time of absorption no assessment made about the 

manpower requirement of MTNL post liberalisation in which private sector was allowed 

entry and monopoly of public sector was done away with. The terms of absorption were 

kept favourable to employees so that maximum employees take absorption. As the 

network of MTNL is only in two Metro cities i.e Delhi and Mumbai which restricts its 

expansion and growth. The  justification of manpower vis-à-vis network of MTNL and 

future growth potential was not kept in view which resulted in huge legacy staff strength 

inherited from DOT.  At the time of absorption in the year 1998-99 staff strength was 

62,000 which is presently 21679 with an average age of 55 years. The staff was earlier 

recruited based on the fixed wire line network requirement in monopoly days when the 

employment generation was one of the aim of the Govt and DOT was  a government 

department which was also managing and operating telecom network. 
  

          There has been reduction in staff because of three VRS and natural attrition, 

however MTNL is still suffering from extreme overstaffing.  Moreover, due to cut throat 

competition and declining revenue and very heavy staff cost has made survival of MTNL 

very difficult.  The revenue trend of MTNL for last five years is continuously declining 

(Annex-I). 
  

          The present staff cost is 78.45% of Total income which is huge in comparison to 

the industry average 0f 3-5%. 



          It is proposed to introduce a Voluntary Retirement Scheme to enable the staff 

strength of MTNL closer to industry level in next 3-5 years. 
  

2.Guidelines on Voluntary Retirement Scheme(OM2(36)/86BPE (WC) 

dated 5th Oct 1988 
  

2.1     For marginally profit or loss-making enterprises, DPE Guidelines provide that the 

VRS should be modelled on the Scheme that was initially implemented in the State of 

Gujarat. Under this scheme (hereinafter called the “Gujarat Formula”), the ex-gratia 

compensation consists of salary (pay+ dearness allowance) of 35 days for every 

completed year of service and 25 days salary for the balance of service left until 

superannuation.  The ex-gratia compensation will be subject to a minimum of Rs. 

25,000/- or 250 days salary, whichever is higher.  However, this ex-gratia compensation 

shall not exceed the sum of the salary that the employee would draw at the prevailing 

level for the balance period left before superannuation. 
  

2.2     MTNL was in loss since financial year 2014-15 which has resulted in negative net 

worth of Rs 7280 crores as on 30-06-2018. Therefore, as per DPE Guidelines, the ex-

gratia compensation to be paid to employees opting for VRS is to be calculated in 

accordance with the Gujarat Model .  However, this ex-gratia compensation shall not 

exceed the sum of the salary that the employee would draw at the prevailing level for 

the balance of the period left before superannuation. 

3.OPTION I – VRS for MTNL 

“VRS for 50% of MTNL employees of more than 50 years of age with 

financial support from GOVT regarding Ex-gratia on Gujrat Model 

basis” 
  



3.1     Eligibility – MTNL has a workforce with an average age of 54.9 years.  Annexure 

V indicates the age profile of MTNL employees including retirement on superannuation 

expected in the next 10 years.  From the Annexure, it can be seen that 19053 

employees are expected to retire on superannuation from service of MTNL in the next 

10 years which is 88% of its current employee strength of 21679.  Therefore, it is 

proposed to peg the minimum eligibility age for VRS as 50 years to offer the VRS option 

to the larger group of the employees who are aging.  There would be no upper age limit 

for employees opting for VRS keeping in mind the objective of regenerating the PSU 

around customer-centric business with a younger workforce.  It is also proposed that 

employees who have served MTNL (including service rendered in the Deptt. of 

Telecommunications as service provider) as a regular employee for at least 15 years 

will be eligible to opt for VRS. 

  

3.2     The following categories of employees shall not be covered under this scheme:- 

(a)      Employees appointed on contract basis for a specific period and casual workers. 

(b)     Government employees or employees of other organizations working on 

deputation in or deployed with MTNL. 

(c )     Employees of MTNL on deputation to other organizations who opt for 

permanent absorption in those organizations. 

(d)     Employees whose services are permanently transferred in public interest 

to Central/State Government/Autonomous Bodies/other Public Undertakings. 

(e)      Employees against whom disciplinary proceedings for imposition of 

major penalty are pending. 
  

Further, in implementing the VRS scheme, MTNL will extend it primarily to 

such employees whose services may be dispensed without detriment to the 

company.  Care will be exercised to ensure that highly skilled and qualified 



workers and staff are not given the option and management will reserve the 

right not to accept the VR of highly skilled employees to retain the talent.  As 

there shall be no recruitment against vacancies arising due to VRS – it is 

important that the organization is not deprived of talent.  The MTNL will 

introduce the VRS with the approval of their Board. 

3.3     Financial benefits to VRS optees 

          The proposed VRS shall have the following financial benefits available 

to employees opting for the Scheme: 

(a)   An ex-gratia amount of salary (pay & dearness allowance) of 35 days 

for every completed year of service and 25 days for the balance of service 

left until superannuation shall be paid to the employee.  The ex-gratia 

compensation will be subject to a minimum of Rs. 25,000/- or 250 days 

salary, whichever is higher. However, this ex-gratia compensation shall not 

exceed the sum of the salary that the employee would draw at the 

prevailing level for the balance of the period left before superannuation. 

(b) All normal pensionary benefits under Rule 37A of the CCS Pension 

Rules in addition to the ex-gratia benefits would be available to an 

employee of MTNL who opts for VRS. 

3.4     Financial Implications 

3.4.1  The cost components of VRS are as follows: 

(i)           Ex-Gratia 

(ii)          Gratuity 

(iii)        Pre-ponement of Pension 

(iv)        Pension Commutation 

(v)          Leave Encashment 

(vi)        TA for settlement at place of choice (Relocation charges) 

          Total Estimated Financial implications of the proposal for an estimated 9527 

employees in MTNL (based on the assumption that 50% of total number of employees 



to retiring in next 10 years to the tune of 19053  in Groups A, B, C & D from amongst 

eligible employees opt for VRS)  is Rs. 5953 Crore. Details are as follows: 
(All figures in Rs. crores) 

Particulars Total DOT MTNL 

Ex-Gratia 2120 2120 0 

Pension-Preponment (NPV) 1954 1768 186 

Pension Commutation 445 402 42 

Leave Encashment 469 0 469 

Gratuity- GPF 754 683 72 

Gratuity- CPF 179 0 179 

Transfer Grant (Relocation 
Charges) 32 0 32 

Total 5953 4973 979 

  

NOTE:  The above table assumes that benefits that accrue at the time of 

retirement on superannuation are paid by Government. 

          However, other than ex-gratia all other retirements are payable to the employees 

otherwise also at the time of retirement. The financial implication of additional cost in the 

case of VRS over normal date of retirement in terms of net present value based on the 

assumption that IDA will increase @ 6.0% with annual increment @3% with 

discounting factor of 10.0%. 
  

3.4.2  Liability on account of gratuity and  pension are to be borne by the Government in 

respect of employees of MTNL  who opt for VRS in terms of Rule 37A (Sub rule 21)of 

CCS (Pension) Rules and in accordance with the gazette notification number GSR 138 

(E) dated 03.03.2014. [Annexure –VII is an extract of amended Rule 37A (sub-rule 21) 

and gazette notification]. MTNL shall respectively bear the liability on account of leave 

encashment and T.A. as per extant rules, liability on account of retirement benefits due 

to difference in pay scales as per cabinet decision with reference to payment of 

pensionary benefits on the basis of BSNL scales. There would also be a pre-ponement 

of annual pension paid to employees who take VRS, the liability for which will fall upon 



Government but in the case of CPF optees the gratuity liability has to be borne by 

MTNL for which fully funded gratuity trust is in operation. 

3.5     Comparison of accrued liability in implementation of VRS 

against expected future savings in employee expenses – 

3.5.1  In VRS, the liability of the Government will increase in two ways: 
(a)      Ex-gratia payment to VRS optees 
(b)     Preponement of Pension payments to VRS optees. 

In so far as other payments to those opting for VRS such as pension 

commutation, gratuity etc. are concerned, these payments are advanced from the date 

of normal superannuation to the date of voluntary retirement. The advancement in 

payouts will have a marginal impact but it will be largely influenced by IDA rates. 

3.5.2  On the other hand, there will be certain savings on the part MTNL.  The savings 

will be broadly in the following two ways: 

(a)      Savings in employee expenses. 

(b)     Savings in pension contribution payments 
3.5.3  A broad comparison for the total liabilities and the savings is given in the Table 
below: 50% 0f the targeted Age Group 

Total targeted age group more than 50 years of Age=19053 

Option-1 
  50 % opt for VRS = 9527 

 

 


